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Abstract—A mathematical model is proposed for evaluating 

the noise immunity characteristics of a coherent modem 
reception in a message transmission system that functions under 
the influence of unintended interference sources. The developed 
mathematical model takes into account the demodulator 
synthesis algorithm, decoding methods, effective M-ary Phase 
Shift Keying modulations and Reed-Solomon codes in the 
modem. Integrated expressions are obtained that evaluate the 
noise immunity characteristics of a modem receive, taking into 
account the energy performance of the receiver. 
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multiservice communication networks, communication channel, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Currently, the development of corporate multiservice 

communication networks, provided that the volume of the 
transmitted useful and service flows of traffic packets is 
intensively growing, requires the creation of a noise-resistant 
message transmission system using a coherent modem that 
ensures high reliability of transmission. The most important 
task in the development of modern messaging systems in 
multiservice telecommunication networks is to constantly 
increase their noise immunity under the harmful effects of 
various sources of interference and linear distortions in the 
communication channel [1]. It is known [2, 3] that with an 
increase in the data transmission rate via an noise-tolerant 
coherent modem, intersymbol interference, which leads to a 
deterioration in the quality of communication, plays an 
increasingly important role in the quality of their reception. 
Based on the study [3, 4], it was found that the main obstacles 
to solving this problem are the lack of adequate mathematical 
models of digital signal processing in these systems, as well 
as effective numerical methods for analyzing and optimizing 
the reception noise immunity characteristics. 

Thus, the urgency of the reception noise immunity 
problem lies in the need to increase the reliability of traffic 
packet message transmission and develop algorithms for 
calculating communication quality indicators, as well as 
optimize these message transmission systems.  

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A messaging system using a coherent modem has the 

means to control the transmission and quality of 
communication in order to evaluate them in an interference 
environment. As a consequence, this helps the coherent 
modem adaptively take noise protection measures in real time 
to transmit documentary and voice traffic in order to 
minimize the effect of interference sources. As a result, the 
time delay of the transmitted packet streams of useful and 
service traffic is minimized, which increases the efficiency of 
multiservice telecommunication networks in the provision of 
multimedia services. Further, it should be noted that 
intentional interference is organized, and the sources of 
various interference are random [5]. Taking into account the 
components of the receive noise immunity vector ),( nmпу ktR  
at time t  and taking into account the modem transmission 
coefficient nmk  when exposed, intentional interference is 
functionally described by the following dependence: 

 
)](,),,(,[),( tNVkESNRPWktR nnbnmbBERnmпу = ,    (1) 

 
where, −)(tNnn  is a function that takes into account 
intentional sources of interference at a time t ; −),( 0NESNR b

 
S signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, Signal Noise to Rate) taking 
into account the energy of the bit signal bE  and the spectral 

density of the interference power 0N , which characterizes 
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the complex indicators of the communication quality when 
using a coherent modem. Expression (1) describes the 
essence of the new approach under consideration, taking into 
account complex indicators of communication quality in the 
messaging system, on the basis of which a mathematical 
model (MM) for estimating the noise immunity of a coherent 
modem reception is proposed [5]. 

Describes and implements the proposed mathematical 
model for evaluating the noise immunity characteristics of the 
reception of a coherent modem of a communication channel 
working with discrete binary signals. In this reception model, 
we assume that in the information signal ),( ibtu , some 

parameter nibi ≤≤1,  carries information, and therefore, is 
a random process. In the proposed scheme, it is required to 
efficiently distinguish this parameter from ),( ibtS  in the time 
interval ],0[ cT : 
 

)()()1()(),( 10 tNtubtubbtS nniii +⋅−+⋅= , cTt ≤≤0    (2) 
 

Expression (2) allows us to analyze the implementation of 
binary signals in the time interval ],0[ cT optimal [6], in the 
sense to reliably make decisions in favor of receiving )(0 tu  
or )(1 tu . Thus, this scheme is an integral part of the task 
associated with noise-tolerant reception and processing of 
binary signals in a messaging system using a coherent 
modem.  

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION 
Now consider the description and construction of a 

mathematical model for evaluating the reception noise 
immunity. To solve this problem, an MM of reception noise 
immunity assessment has been proposed, which takes into 
account discrete signal reception methods, effective 
correction codes, and quadrature amplitude modulations in a 
message transmission system using a coherent modem. 
System-technical analysis showed [7, 8] that if the noise 
immunity depends on a number of random characteristics of 
the modem, then its quantitative measure may be the 
probability of disruption of the messaging systems. This 
probability is estimated by the average probability of 
erroneous reception of a discrete signal ][ ошPE  and is always 
a monotonic function of the signal-to-noise ratio at the 
receiver input: 

 
]),,([][ bnmbош VkESNRFPE = ,             (3) 

where −bV  is the message bit rate. 
The maximum value of the bandwidth of a coherent 

modem in a messaging system is determined as follows: 
 

)],(1[),(max nmbmcbb kESNRogFVEC +⋅∆= 

,     (4) 
 

where Eb- is the energy spent transmitting one bit of a 
discrete signal and is equal to 

 
]/[ mogREE kcb ⋅= , )/( nkRk = ,          (5) 

 

where −kR  is the speed of the Reed-Solomon code used 

and; −∆ cF  is the bandwidth occupied by the signal. From 
the expression (4) and (5) it can be seen that the main 
parameter that determines the maximum throughput and 
communication quality in the message transmission system 
are complex indicators of the signal-to-noise ratio and is 
found by the expression: 

 
1][),( −⋅∆⋅⋅= ocbbnmb NFVEkESNR ,         (6) 

 
Formula (6) characterizes the communication quality of a 

coherent modem and determines the ratio of signal power to 
interference power in a message transmission system. In 
addition, expression (6) is an energy indicator of the noise 
immunity of a reception and characterizes the use of a 
coherent modem in power. The condition in order to prevent 
a violation of the quality of communication in the message 
transmission system, taking into account the threshold signal 
/ noise ratio qnop, can be determined by the following 
inequality: 

 
)]},([{min),( . nmbкрEпорnmb kESNRqkESNR

b

α≤≤ ,    (7) 

 
where −.порq  is the threshold value of the signal-to-noise 
ratio and is the critical SIR with the help of the specified 
quality of the messaging system using a coherent modem: 

  )]},([{min. nmbкрEпор kESNRq
b

α= ,            (8) 

where −kpα  is a certain modem resource coefficient taking 
into account energy losses during processing of the received 
signal in a real transmission system compared to ideal 
reception conditions and is equal to 1≥kpα . 

To solve this problem, a MM has been developed for 
evaluating reception noise immunity in a messaging system 
using a coherent modem, a mathematical formulation that 
describes the following objective functions: 

)]},([max{
,

nmbпу
kE

P kESNRRArgWQ
nmb

= ,          (9) 

 
under the following restrictions 

 
),(),( .

maxmax bb
треб

bb VECVEC ≥ , .треб
BERBER PP ≤ , 

),(),( nmbnmb kESNRkESNR ≥ ,               (10) 
 

Expressions (9) and (10) determine the essence of the 
proposed new approach, with the help of which the MM of 
reception noise immunity estimates is constructed, taking 
into account indicators of communication quality, energy 
efficiency, modulation and coding methods. In addition, (9) 
and (10) are a simple analytical record of the noise immunity 
function of a message transmission system using a modem in 
assessing their quality of operation. Considering the above 
stated tasks, we consider the study and estimation of the 
probability of bit errors in the reception of discrete signals. 
Based on the model for evaluating the noise immunity of a 
reception and in accordance with the Neumann-Pearson 
criterion, the probability of receiving a discrete signal at the 
output of the DM and the indicators of the total power of 
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intentional noise at the input of the receiver are taken as a 
characteristic of the noise immunity of the modem. 

As a result of research [3], a formula was proposed for 
estimating the probability of receiving a discrete signal at the 
output of the demodulator: 

 

∑
=

−− −⋅−=
t

i

i
ип

iN
ип

iN
Nn PPCP

1
)1(1 ,                 (11) 

 
where −ипP  is the probability of distortion of the message 
packet traffic when it is transmitted through the transmission 
system; 

−−iN
NC  is a binomial coefficient from N  to iN − , −t

the correcting ability of the Reed-Solomon code and taking 
into account the length of the code sequence N  and the code 
speed is expressed as  

 
)1)((5,0)1(5,0 kk RrkRNt −+=−⋅=           (12) 

 
where −kR  is the speed of the Reed-Solomon code and is 

equal to 1)/( <= NkRk  Here the polynomial 
)4,24,32(),,( GFdkNGF =  was used, where 

)12(min ++≥ σtd  called the minimum code distance, 
−= ошσσ  is the number of errors in the packet. 

The total interference power mnp  at the receiver input is 

determined by the bandwidth occupied by the signal cF∆ , 

the interference nF∆ and the spectral density of the average 

external interference power пN  as follows [6]: 

nncnmn FNFp ∆⋅⋅= )(η ,                (13) 
 

where −)(Fcnη is the coefficient of matching the interference 
and signal in frequency and is equal to 

 
ccncn FFFF ∆∆+∆= /)]()[()(η ,             (14) 

 
Given (13) and (14), and also taking into account that  
 

]/[]/[ mncmnb РPNE = ,                  (15) 
 

then it is possible to determine the probability of a bit error 
for a coherent modem: 

 
5,0

2
1









⋅⋅= nm

mn

b
BER k

N
E

N
kerfcP ,   at  М=2,     (16) 

 
where −)(xerfc is an additional integral of the error function 
and is equal to: ∫

∞
−=

х
dttxerfc )exp()/2()( 2π , where k  and 

−N are the characteristics of the Reed-Solomon error-
correcting code ( −k is the number of information bits in the 
packet). 

The essence of using this method is that the graphical 
dependence is built according to the analytical formulas (14) 
using the BERTool environment. 

As a result, the following numerical values were obtained: 
dBkESNR nmb ]24...,,2[),( = , ,)135,...,155( MbsVb ≤  2-PSK 

modulation scheme, 24,4,32 === kdN , 75,0=kR  reed-
Solomon coding, and dependency P curves were plotted. As 
a result of the study, an approach to constructing an MM 
estimate of the noise immunity level of a coherent modem 
reception under the influence of unintended interference 
sources was proposed, taking into account the modem’s 
energy performance, type of modulation manipulation, 
coding coefficient and bit rates. In the system of transmitting 
and receiving messages at the physical and channel level, a 
modulation scheme of the M-ary phase modulation M-PSK 
(M-ary Phase Shift Keying) type and Reed – Solomon code 
(RS) with polynomial ),,( dkNGF , −dkN ,,  RS code 
parameters are used. In the system, the reed-Solomon codes 
used are among the cyclic codes with direct correction of 
error packets, described by a polynomial 

 
),,()( dkNGFpGF m = ,  1+−= kNd       (17) 

 
System-technical analysis showed [3] that if the noise 

immunity depends on a number of random characteristics of 
the receiver, then its quantitative measure may be the 
probability of system malfunction. This probability is 
estimated by the average probability of erroneous reception 
of ][ ошPE : 

 
},)],(,[(,{][ bbEbkош VMVkESNRRFPE = ,   (18) 

 
where −kR  is the speed of the Reed-Solomon code; 

−),( nmb kESNR  signal-to-noise ratio taking into account 

the energy of the bit signal bE and the energy transfer 
coefficient k and is equal to 

 
                 1)/()( ≤= inbbE EEVk ,                     (19) 

 
where −inE  is the energy of the bit signal at the input of the 
SF. 

Considering the above, as well as (17) and (19), the 
mathematical formulation of the problem of the proposed 
MM assessment of noise immunity indicators in the 
telecommunication system is described by the following 
objective functions: 

 
)]}([min{)( 2

cош
h

n hPEArgWЕK
c

= ,             (20) 

under the following restrictions 
 

..maxmax допCC ≥ , BERBER PP ≤ , 

  )()( .. cдопСЭcSЭ FF ∆≥∆ ηη ,                   (21)  
 

where −maxC  is the maximum bandwidth of 
telecommunication systems in the provision of multimedia 
services; Probability of bit errors (BER, Bit Error Rate); 

−∆ )( cSЭ Fη  is the spectral efficiency of 
telecommunication systems with incoherent reception, which 
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characterizes the efficiency of using the bandwidth cF∆  

occupied by a binary signal; ,..max допC  ..допBERP , −∆ )(.. cдопСЭ Fη , 
respectively, the permissible value of the maximum 
throughput, the probability of bit errors and the spectral 
efficiency of telecommunication systems. In the structure, the 
demodulator (DM), the matched filter (SF), the amplitude 
detector (HELL) and the threshold device (PU) act as the 
optimal receiver. In the receiver, the receiver solves the 
problems of coordinated filtering and controls the number of 
correctly received bit elements. In addition, the circuit 
consists of a low-pass filter (LPF) block that cuts off high-
frequency components, an electronic key that closes at time 

cTt = . Further, after comparing the threshold value )( 0,1uП  

of the PU, a decision is made in favor of hypotheses 0H , and 

1H . Using the likelihood criterion, the threshold level is 
determined as follows: 

 

)(
)()()(

0

1

0

1
0,1 up

upSП
H
H

uП =≥
≤

,                  (22) 

 
In the case of equally probable signals, we have 10 =П

, and then the expressions for the relationship likelihood will 
take the form: 

 
)/2()/2( 000010 NSnINSnI  −

0

01

0

1

N
EE

H
H −≥

≤
,     (23) 

 
Expressions (22) and (23) determine the structure of the 

optimal binary signal receiver with an unknown initial phase 
for incoherent reception. The binary signal at the output of 
the PF and SS represents, in fact, the energy of the discrete 
signal: {see P (0, 1)} 

 

∫ == cT
EdttuE

0

2
1,01,0 )(                (24) 

 
At time cT , we give a comparison with the threshold 

)( 0ПS . Usually, in such cases, a threshold close to 
)()2/( 0ПSE = . As a result of the study of MM, we consider 

the estimates of the average probability of an error in the 
reception of discrete signals. On the basis of the reception 
noise immunity estimation model with the likelihood 
criterion (23) and (24), a formula is proposed for estimating 
the probability of receiving a code packet at the output of a 
matched filter: 

 

∑
=

−− −⋅−=
kt

i

i
ип

iN
ип

iN
Nkn PPCtNP

1
)1(1),( ,       (25) 

 
where −ипP  is the probability of distortion of the packet 
message when it is transmitted through the system; −−iN

NC  is 

a binomial coefficient from N  to iN − ; 
−kt   is the correcting ability of the R-S code and taking 

into account the length of the code sequence N  and the code 
rate is expressed as 

 

 )1)((5,0)1(5,0 kkk RrkRNt −+=−⋅= ,       (26) 
 

where −kR  is the P-C code rate and is equal to 

1)/( <= NkRk . Here the polynomial 
)7,64,127(),,( GFdkNGF =  was used, where

−++≥ )12(min σtd  is called the minimum code distance, 

−= ошσσ  is the number of errors in the packet, −k is the 
number of information bits in the packet. Expressions (26) 
allows you to calculate the probability of packet loss on the 
recipient side, caused by various data distortions due to 
insufficient corrective ability of the code: 

 
),()/()( .. kпиптрkknn tNРPNkttP ⋅⋅=< ,       (27) 

 
When using the modulation scheme PSKM − , the total 

power of intentional interference at the input of the receiver 
is adopted as a characteristic of noise immunity. The total 
interference power cmnР  at the input of the DM is determined 

by the bandwidth occupied by the signal cF∆  and the 

interference nF∆  and the spectral density of the average 

external interference power cпN  as follows: 
 

шncncncmn PFNFР +∆⋅⋅= )(η ,           (28) 
 

where −)(Fcnη  is the coefficient of matching noise and signal 
in frequency and is equal to 
 

ccncn FFFF ∆∆+∆= /)]()[()(η ,         (29) 
 

Taking into account (28) and (29), the signal-to-noise 
ratio will have a complex form: 

 
]),(,,[)/( cncncmncсmnc NFPBEPPSNR η= ,     (30) 

 
where −cB  is the base of the complex receiving signal and 

taking into account the duration of the bT   bit is 
 

cbcbc FVFTB ∆⋅=∆⋅= )/1(  ,              (31) 
 

Given (27), ..., (31) and taking into account that  
 

]/[]/[ cmnccmnb РPNE = , 
 

we determine the probability of a bit error for the system 
PSKM −  with 2=M  from the relation: 

 









⋅⋅=








= )(

2
1

22
1

bE
cmn

in
k

c
BER Vk

N
E

Rerfc
h

erfcP ,      (32) 

 
where −−= )(1)( xerfxerfc  is the residual error function and is 
equal to 
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∫
∞− −=
x

dxerfc δδπ )exp()(2)( 25,0 . 

 
Using a graphical environment, BERTool calculates and 

builds BER graphs for a given range of ),( 0NESNR b
. Based 

on the model, summarized in the form of noise immunity 
characteristics BERP , taking into account the modulation 
scheme M-PSK and code R-S will take the following form:  
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,  (33) 

 
where −)(xQ  is the Gaussian error integral and is equal to 

)]2/(1[5,0)( xerfxQ −= . 
For the modulation scheme PSKM −  and the R-S code 

with correction of error packets, the average error probability 
can be expressed as follows: 

 
ошошош

ош

N
BERBERN

N

t
ошош РРС

N
PE σσσ

σ

σ −

+=

−⋅⋅⋅= ∑ )1()(1][
1

,     (34) 

 
Expressions (33) and (34) determine the noise immunity 

for incoherent reception, taking into account the indicators 
BERP , the parameters of the P-C code, and the modulation 

PSKM −  under the influence of interference. Thus, the 
analysis and development of a model and methods for 
calculating the noise immunity indicators of transmission 
system paths, processing and receiving traffic packet 
messages based on the development of the architectural 
concepts of NGN and FN requires the study of individual and 
complex indicators of the reliability of the system in 
corporate communication networks. 

CONCLUSION 
The proposed MM takes into account indicators of 

communication quality, spectral efficiency, a modulation and 
coding scheme when providing multimedia services to users. 
Based on the study, it was found that the use of an M-PSK 
type modulation scheme and a Reed - Solomon code 
optimizes the process of transmitting packet messages, 
minimizes the bit error rate for a given signal / noise ratio, 
and restores lost packets without additional re-requests using 
lengths of code and information sequences. Based on the 
study of the model, the results obtained allow us to achieve 
improved accuracy in evaluating the noise immunity 
characteristics of the reception and improve the quality of the 
receiver with incoherent reception. 
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